Exercise 2

*Use the verbs in brackets to complete the sentences.*

In a ten years' time most people ........................................... smart watches. (wear)

Hurry up or the coach .............................................................. before we reach the station. (leave)

Shall I say hello to Ann? I ................................................... to her. (talk)

When you get up tomorrow morning, I .............. already ................................... to Cork. (drive)

When you get back the decorators ................................................. all the work. (finish)

By this time tommorow we .................................................. our new car in the garage. (have)

Can we meet at 5 o'clock? - Sorry, I .............still .................................. . (work)

This time next week we .............................................. at the seaside. (relax)

On 1 July Marion .............................................................. engaged for a year. (be)

By the time we get to the cinema the film ...................................................... . (end)